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Abstract

The I�O performance of several concurrent exter�
nal merge jobs sharing a parallel I�O system is stud�
ied� The placement of the runs is found to have a sig�
ni�cant impact on performance� Placements leading
to serialization among jobs were identi�ed and ana�
lyzed� and solutions discussed� Contrary to the behav�
ior of a single merge� increasing the bu�er size in this
situation may actually degrade performance�

� Introduction
This paper studies the impact of data placement

on the performance of a parallel I�O system� The
workload consists of a number of independent and
concurrent external�merge ��� jobs� The problem of
deciding on which disks the data of di�erent jobs
should be placed arises frequently in high�performance
database management systems executing multiple�
concurrent sort queries� The results show that ex�
ternal merge sorting programs can achieve signi��
cant speedup through better data layout schemes� and
demonstrate the importance and relevance of provid�
ing this capability to application processes� We in�
vestigate how the placement of the input and output
runs of each merge job a�ects the disk utilizations�
and the job completion times�

The reader is referred to �	� 	
� �� �� � �� 		� for
external merging methods for a single job� using mul�
tiple disks� Here we study the interaction of several
concurrent merge jobs in a parallel I�O system�

� Run Placement Policies
In this section� we compare the performance of data

layout policies for multiple� independent merge jobs�
We observe that the dynamic interaction of identical�
symmetrically placed jobs can sometimes lead to a
race among them� resulting in signi�cant disk serial�
ization� A model of such racing behavior is analyzed
in Section ��

��� Simulation Model

The workload consists of J identical merge jobs�
The input of a job consists of several sorted runs� and
its output is a single sorted run� We assume �in keep�
ing with current high�performance database systems
like DB�� SQL�DS� etc�� that each run is placed en�
tirely on a single disk without striping�
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The system model consists of CPUs� a set of inde�
pendent disks and a disk cache� The merge is sim�
ulated using the random�block�depletion model ����
The block to be depleted is chosen with uniform prob�
ability from all non�empty runs� The CPU depletes
this block and requests the next one from the same
run� If this block is in the cache the request is im�
mediately satis�ed� else the CPU is blocked until the
I�O for the block is completed� Reads are done in
units of several physically contiguous blocks �N �� to
amortize disk latency� Anticipatory prefetching is em�
ployed� A read of N blocks is initiated when the �rst
block of the previously fetched N blocks is processed�
For each depleted block� a write block is generated�
when M blocks have been bu�ered� they are written
to disk in one I�O operation� If a free cache block
is unavailable when requested� a job waits until one
is released� To focus on the I�O performance� we as�
sume in�nite�speed CPUs here� A linear seek model
with seek time of 
�
� ms�cylinder� average rotational
latency of ���� ms� and block transfer time of 	�
��
ms�block are used� A job has �
 runs of 	


 blocks
each� The read and write blocking factors are N � 	�
and M � �
� respectively� Our study was carried out
using the YACSIM simulation package ����

��� Performance of Placement Policies

The four data layout policies studied are shown in
Figure ��	 for the case of J � � and D � �� The input
runs of a job are indicated by Read and its output run
by Write� Disks containing only input �output� runs
are called read �write� disks� disks with both input
and output runs are called shared disks� No disk will
hold more than one output run� To utilize all disks
e�ciently the I�O load should be divided as equally as
possible among the D disks� Since every output run is
placed on a separate disk� we need only consider the
placement of the input runs�

� Case �� Dedicated Write Disk for Each Job�
Disk k� 
 � k � J � 	� is used exclusively for
the output run of job k� the input runs of each
job are spread evenly among the remainingD�J
read disks�

� Case �� Intra�job Separate Read and Write Disks
Job k � 
 � k � J � 	� uses disk k for its output
run� and its input runs are spread evenly among
the remaining D � 	 disks�

� Case �� Intra�job Shared Read and Write Disks
This allocation is obtained by permuting the allo�
cation of Case �� such that the input runs of job k�

 � k � J�	� are moved from disk �k�	� mod J
to disk k�



Disk 0 1 2 3 4

Case 2Case 1

Dedicated Write Disk for Each Job Intra-job Separate Read &
Write Disks

Case 4Case 3

Intra-job Shared Read & 
Write Disks

Read for all Disks

Job 0 Read

Job 1 Read

Job 0 Write

Job1 Write

Figure ��	� Run placement policies� D � � and J � ��
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Figure ���� Completion time of all jobs

� Case �� Read from All Disks A job uses all D
disks for input and one disk for its output run�

Case 	 is motivated by the fact that a single job
is write bound� hence an output disk is not loaded
further� Figure ��� shows that as J increases� and
the system becomes input�bound� the performance de�
grades steeply� This allocation is suitable if it is known
in advance that there will be only a small �� D���
number of jobs� Case � has the advantage that a job�s
allocation is independent of other jobs� and can there�
fore be easily implemented in the case of staggered job
arrivals� Note that the increase in the time for increas�
ing J cannot be accounted for by just the increased
load on a disk� Despite symmetry in the run place�
ment jobs progress at di�erent rates� with a signi��
cant amount of serialization among all jobs� The race
conditions occur because the data placement strategy
allows a large number of writes from a single job to be
queued together� e�ectively blocking other jobs which
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Figure ���� Completion time with di�erent disk
scheduling policies

attempt to read from the same disk� We present so�
lutions for the race are in Section ���� and study an
analytic model in Section �� In Case �� the input runs
of the jobs are placed so that every write disk also
contains input runs from the same job� This data
placement scheme prevents a job from racing ahead�
since the e�ect of its queued writes would slow down
its own reads as well� Figure ��� shows the signi��
cant performance improvement of Case � over that of
Case �� A disadvantage of Case �� however� is that
the number of jobs must be known prior to laying out
data on the disks� In Case � all input runs are dis�
tributed evenly on the set of D disks� Because each
disk has some number of input runs from each job�
no race can develop� The performance is consistent�
albeit suboptimal� over the entire range�

��� Race Condition and Solutions

While appropriate run placement can sometimes be
used to eliminate the race condition �Case ��� global
constraints �staggered arrivals� may make the method
unsuitable� We discuss disk�scheduling and bu�er
management policies to control this behavior�

One mechanism is to use either a Round Robin or
Read Priority disk scheduling policy� These policies
allow reads to get service even though there may be
a large backlog of pending writes at that queue� Fig�
ure ��� shows that both policies are very e�ective in
improving the performance� Simulation data also sug�
gests that the performance is quite insensitive to the
bu�er size�

A second mechanism for avoiding races is to par�
tition the cache and give each job a �xed� limited
amount of bu�er space� When a job �lls up its al�
located space it automatically must wait until some
of its writes are serviced� Figure ��� shows something
quite unexpected� that is� increasing bu�er size by
even a small amount may degrade performance signif�
icantly� This phenomenon is contrary to our expecta�
tion that more bu�er space improves performance�
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Figure ���� Completion time versus Bu�er Size�

� Analysis of Race Conditions
The observed race condition occurs even though the

run placement strategy balances the read and write
demands equally among all of the disks� In this sec�
tion� we present simple analytic models of concurrent
merge tasks that exhibit race conditions� We show
that the race conditions occur because the data place�
ment strategy allows a large number of writes from a
single task to be queued together� e�ectively block�
ing other tasks which attempt to read from the same
disk� The analysis permits us to predict potential
races based on I�O system parameters� including the
number of blocks read or written at a time� and the
average access time per block for a read and a write�

We �rst analyze a simple model of a two�disk� two�
job system which may exhibit a race condition� de�
pending on how many blocks are read or written on
each disk access� as well as other factors� The race
condition causes the two jobs to be e�ectively serial�
ized� with one �nishing far behind the other�

Consider a system consisting of two disks� d� and
d�� and two jobs� j� and j�� j� reads from d� and
writes to d�� while j� reads from d� and writes to d��
Scheduling at each disk is FCFS� Jobs block on reads
but not on writes� To simplify the analysis� we assume
times for reads and writes that are functions only of
the number of blocks read or written at one time� Let

br � read blocking factor
bw� write blocking factor
r � read time per block
w � write time per block
f � w

r

Assume that at time t � 
 each disk queue contains
one read job� d� has no queued write demand� and d�
has N� total write service demand� Let T� be the time
required for d� to service the demand queued at t � 
�
Then

T� � N� � rbr

disk 2

rate

1

1-f
bw
br

0

disk 1

f

f-1

read cycles1

Figure ���� f � �

Let N� be the total write service demand that arrives
at d� during the interval �
� T��� During �
� T��� d�
services only one read request� As soon as j� has this
read request serviced� it sends br

bw
write requests to d��

The rate at which d� completes reads is �T��wbr�
T�

�
rbr

�
The total write service demand N�

N� � T�
�T� �wbr �

T�

	

rbr

br
bw

wbw

� N�f � wbr�	� f�

For the system to be stable� N� � N�� or N��	 �
f� � wbr�	 � f�� Thus� the conditions for stability
are f � 	 and wbr � N� or f � 	 and wbr � N��
wbr� the critical threshold for N�� is the amount of
write demand generated for each read completed�

This race condition arises because j�� by writing
to d�� interferes with the only mechanism that can
slow j�� that is� writes by j� to d�� This suggests that
the race condition might not exist in a system with
more jobs and disks� so that j��s writes to a disk do
not interfere directly with the job which writes to d��
However analysis shows that� while adding another
disk and another job does change the system behavior�
a race condition may still exist� but it will manifest
itself in an markedly di�erent way�

Consider a system with three disks� d�� d�� and d��
and three jobs� j�� j�� and j�� j� reads from d� and
writes to d�� j� reads from d� and writes to d�� and
j� reads from d� and writes to d�� As before� schedul�
ing is FCFS� and jobs block only on reads� Assume
that the queues for d� and d� contain no writes and
one read each� and d��s queue contains N� total write
demand �from j�� and one read �from j���

A read cycle is the interval during which the initial
demand in d��s queue is serviced� In ��� we show that
at the end of the read period� d��s queue still contains
a single read �perhaps partially completed�� d��s queue
contains a single read �just beginning service�� and
d��s queue contains a read plus a number of writes
corresponding to a total write demand of N�� This is
similar to the state in which the read period began�
but with each disk ready to play a di�erent role in a
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Figure ���� Simulation results for � disks� � jobs� f �
�

new read period just beginning�
The graph in Fig� ��� illustrates one �of

three� possible scenarios for the sequence of values
fN��N��N��� � �g� the total write demand in the back�
logged queue at the beginning of successive read peri�
ods� The curve labeled disk 	 �disk �� shows the rate
at which the service demand changes at the disk with
increasing �decreasing� queued service demand dur�
ing a read period� For f � � �Fig� ����� the two rate
curves do not intersect� Consequently� regardless of
N�� N� will be greater than N�� and when N� is large
enough� N� � �f�	�N� � N�� For � � f � 	 the rate
curves intersect and hence the system has a steady�
state behavior in which the lengths of the read periods
are all approximately the same� For f � 	� f bw

br
� the

two rate curves never intersect� and the rate at which
N� is depleted is always greater than the rate at which
the backlog increases on d�� Consequently� queues are
always quite short�

Simulation of a similar model with uniformly dis�
tributed rotational latencies gives results which agree
closely with this deterministic analysis� Fig� ��� il�
lustrate this for f � �� The y�axis is the number of
writes in a disk queue� The solid� dotted� and bold
lines correspond to d�� d�� and d�� respectively� Fig�
��� corresponds to the situation shown in Fig� ����
Successive peaks eventually grow by a factor of � as
predicted�

During a read period one job receives virtually all
the service capacity of its read and write disks� one
job uses the remaining disk almost 	

�� and the re�
maining job is essentially blocked� In the next read
period� this last job receives nearly 	

 � of the ser�
vice from its read and write disks� and so forth� The
jobs alternate taking the lead in the number of reads
completed� and the job that �nishes �rst is determined
by how this sequence �rst started and the total num�
ber of reads to be performed�

� Summary
When several concurrent external merge jobs share

a parallel I�O system� the placement of the runs on the
disks has a signi�cant impact on the I�O performance�

The di�erence in the time for reads and writes �due
to di�ering blocking factors or input parallelism� may
result in a race among the jobs� resulting in disk se�
rialization and a corresponding performance penalty�
Contrary to the behavior of a single merge� increasing
the bu�er size in this situation may actually degrade
performance� Analytical models for the race condi�
tion are presented� Solutions based on run placement�
bu�er control� and disk scheduling policies are shown
to be e�ective�
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